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“I treat each construction project as if
I were building for myself”
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Christian Kellner,
Quality Management Design
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Business needs a support structure.
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“I am dedicated to bringing clear and honest cost and
schedule information to my clients”
Stefan Wurmer, Team Leader

The EDR Philosophy:
We do not work on projects, we live them. By making them our own
personal projects and

devoting ourselves to them whole

heartedly with all available resources. Because the success
of the project, and thus our customers, requires more than just
technical knowledge. It also takes the special commitment of
each individual.

“Thinking of things, no one else thought about…”
Ali Özkaya, QM-Officer

“I am a hydraulic engineer with all my heart and soul”
Markus Ihm, Head of Hydraulic Engineering Division

“All for one, one for all”
Carola Hug, Project Manager
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“Anyone who joins our team has to be top-notch both
technically and personally”
Alexander Kammerl, Managing Director

People:
Every project is as good as the people behind it.
A wide variety of specialists from various disciplines
and many nations work at EDR – and for you: engineers, architects, geologists, operations managers,
technicians, technical designers… We speak English,
French, Spanish, Russian, Serbian, Greek, Turkish.
We are young, we are seasoned, we have extensive
technical experience and are at the leading edge of
our field.
How we all stand

out: the highest qualifications
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plus the highest commitment.
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“My aim is to always give my best”
Jürgen Knab, Team Leader
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“As many of my colleagues, I have been with EDR for more
than 10 years. Our clients appreciate our lengthy experience
and stability” Ernst Linder, Construction Supervisor

Facts:
EDR is an independent engineering company with headquarters in Munich.
With around 80 employees, we offer planning and consulting services in construction/civil engineering and project management – national and international, for both private and public sector clients.
We serve you through our five offices in Germany and one in Athens; if required, we offer flexible
solutions to provide you with local support worldwide.
Through our affiliation with the Rauscher-Gruppe, you benefit from the skill of approximately
150 employees, with which we are also able to successfully execute large-scale projects for you.
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Technical Creativity and Quality:
To get ahead, you have to go one step

Together with our sister company EDR

further. Therefore, EDR took part in a

Software GmbH, we

pilot project organised by the Bavarian

specific and flexible, long-term IT-solutions

Chamber of Civil Engineers and was QM-

for project and quality management, which

certified in 1996, one of the first Bavarian

integrate seamlessly into your existing

engineering offices to meet DIN ISO 9001.

systems.

We consciously and consistently foster

We continuously reinforce and expand

the interdisciplinary exchange of experiences

our technical expertise and quality through

and connect specialised knowledge from

a variety of activities: for example, partici

different fields of activity for you: both within

pation in teaching at universities, in

the various EDR service areas and with our

technical committees and expert organi

sister company Codema International GmbH.

sations, as well as active membership in

If desired, EDR can provide you with exten

professional associations.

sive consulting as well as civil engineering
and project management services from a
single source.
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develop project-
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The Result is the Sum
of all Strengths.

“No two problems are ever the same. Experience, the chance to identify opportunities for risk and reward,
together with willingness to expand one’s knowledge, these are the things which lead to a solution. This is the
challenge I enthusiastically set myself each day” Tobias Baumgärtel, Geotechnical Engineer
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“Success is made by people who have something
they believe in, which they live and which motivates them:
Dr.-Ing. Wolfgang Rauscher, Founding Partner and Managing Director
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common values”
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The EDR Core Values:

We are proactive and self-motivated.

do

Achievement means motivation, enthusiasm, and full dedication. We think ahead,
move things forward with our own drive and strength, and never let up.

We are goal- and result-oriented.

realise

We always keep project goals in mind and work consistently toward achieving them.
In all project phases we are committed to reaching the optimal result creatively, efficiently,
and responsibly.

We are leaders and trendsetters in quality.

capable

The basis for our work is top-level expertise and quality, experience,
and strength in innovation. We were trendsetters in Bavaria in the
introduction of quality management systems to engineering firms,
and we strive to continue to set the bar in the industry with our work
and our dedication.

We are partnership- and customer-driven.

cooperate

By listening, understanding, and thinking along, we develop the best solution for each of our
clients. We are a constructive project partner with a positively critical eye on our clients’ goals. Our
interaction with customers, business partners, and each other is fair, respectful, and trusting.
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tackle

consider

understand

EDR Services in Tunnelling/Geotechnical Engineering
and Hydraulic Engineering:
We consult, we

plan and we accompany your

projects comprehensively and energetically: from the
initial idea to realisation and successful commissioning. Whether a new building or renovation of existing
“Support structures should
be designed and analysed
as simply as possible and as complexly as necessary”
Dr.-Ing. Michael Eckl,
Group Coordinator Structural Design

buildings. Whether in the city or in the country.

We obtain the optimal solution for you at the complex
nexus of profitability, safety, functionality, appropriateness, and ecology. Our expertise includes project
planning and structural design, as well as the design
of the technical equipment and all services needed for
the highest level of project success.

“High-quality planning is characterised by the fact that all construction elements and building processes are thought out in detail” Günther Eger, Head of Tunnelling and Geotechnical Engineering Division
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execute

plan

We plan and manage:
_ Tunnels, construction pits, galleries,
caverns, foundations, underpinnings,
embankments, special structures
_ Hydroelectric power plants, flood protection measures, flood retention basins,

_ Appraisal, valuations, assessments and
due diligence for geotechnical geological,
ecological, and financial concerns
_ Surveying and mapping of structures and
geological features
_ Finite element analysis and modelling for

polders, weirs, dams, locks, pumping

flows, groundwater, water table levels,

stations, land restoration, in-stream

subsidence, frost heaving, rods, pipe roofs,

structures, torrent control works, hydraulic

as well as structural fire engineering for

steelworks

concrete structures
_ Hydraulic computations, numeric and

We offer:

physical modelling

_ Studies, concepts and schemes, preliminary, conceptual, final, and detail design,

We are authorised as Design Verification

construction drawings, bill of quantities

Engineers for Deutsche Bahn AG projects

_ P roduction of tender documents and ma-

on behalf of the German Federal Railway

nagement of procurement procedures

Authority.

_ Construction supervision and monitoring,
SIGE coordination (Safety and Health
Ordinance for Construction Sites)
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EDR Services in

Tunnelling and Geotechnical
Engineering

“Cavern Garage” Landsberg
“Cavern Garage” in Schlossberg (Castle
Hill) with 349 parking spaces and civil
defense protection for approximately
5,000 people. The cavern, the access and
exit tunnel, the adits, and shafts were built
using shotcrete lining methods. In order to
reduce settlements, the excavation for the
cavern was sub-divided into 9 drivers.
Services:
_ Project planning, structural design,
construction supervision
Client:
City of Landsberg am Lech
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Your Contact:
Günther Eger,
Head of Tunnelling and
Geotechnical Engineering Division
Tel. +49 (0)89 54 71 12-26
E-Mail: g.eger@edr.de

Cable and Sewer Tunnel
Reichenbach Bridge

New Highspeed rail link
Ebensfeld to Erfurt

Cable and sewer tunnel under the Isar River
as a rectangular cross section in bored pile
top-down construction method, including
the associated head structures as well as
a diversion flume specifically for the safe
diversion of floodwaters.

Traffic Project German Unity (VDE) No.8.
This new construction has an overall length
of 107 kilometers designed for a maximum
speed of 300 km/h. It runs through 22
tunnels spanning 41 kilometers and over 29
viaducts at 12 kilometers of overall length.

Services:
_ Project planning, construction super
vision, site management, SiGe (safety
and health) coordination in the planning
and construction phases

Services:
_ Structural assessment of 5 tunnels.
Geotechnical expert assessment services
for 5 additional tunnels.

Client:
City of Munich,
Munich Sewer Department (MSE)

Client:
For the structural assessment:
Federal Railway Authority;
For the geotechnical expert assessment
services: DB ProjektBau

Farchant Tunnel
Approx. 2,380 m long tunnel with
2 parallel tunnel tubes for the B2 local
highway bypass at Farchant between
the end of the A95 near Eschenlohe
and Garmisch-Partenkirchen below the
western extension at Wank.
Services:
_ Detailed design for the conventional
tunnelling methods
Client:
Joint venture Bilfinger Berger / HOCHTIEF
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“The variety of work, with large and small projects,
is what makes planning exciting for me” Moritz Bock,
Design Manager in Tunnelling/Geotechnical Engineering
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Auerberg Tunnel

Services:
_ Preliminary design, additional geotechnical investigation,
preliminary structural analysis, extensive monitoring and
FEM analysis of the crossing of a fresh-water tunnel, tunnel
construction technical appraisal, safety documentation
under RABT (German Guidelines for Equipment and Operation of Street Tunnels)
Client:
South Bavaria Freeways Authority
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The South Bavaria Freeways Authority is planning four-lane
new construction of the B2 highway from the end of the A-95
at Eschenlohe to Garmisch-Partenkirchen. Between Eschenlohe and Oberau-North, the Auerberg tunnel is planned as
double tube tunnels approximately 1,900 m long.

“In addition to the technical challenges,
the international aspect of this project was especially
exciting for me” Günther Eger, Head of Tunnelling/Geotechnical Engineering

Metro Athens

Embankment Foundation near
Bindlach
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“The Geotechnical Center has regularly worked with EDR for a long time.
The two organisations’ particular areas of expertise complement each other
extremely well” Prof. Dr.-Ing. Norbert Vogt, Technical University of Munich,
Zentrum Geotechnik

Sylvenstein Reservoir

From 2003 to 2007, Line 3 was extended
by approx. 5 km with three underground
stations (Elaionas, Ega-leo, and Keramikos)
and seven shafts. In planning, the seismically active zones with their earthquakes
and seaquakes required particular consi
deration.

Creation of an embankment dam with a
filling height of over 10 m on a low loadbearing subsoil in a water protection zone.
The dam foundation consists of approx.
1,700 prefabricated concrete driven piles
with 2 layers of geogrid.

The Sylenstein Reservoir, with a dam wall
of height 44 m and 180 m length, was built
in 1954-59. In 2011 the reservoir control
systems were upgraded with an inspection passage in the dam core, a 70 m deep
diaphragm wall with stone-filled, vertical
drains.

Services:
_ Detailed design as part of a joint venture
consisting of Omikron Kappa, based in
Athens, and EDR, based in Munich

Services:
_ Project planning and structural design,
construction supervision, measurement
supervision

Services:
_ Project planning, structural design of
the tunnel and shaft works, construction
supervision

Client:
Joint Venture Aktor S. A. – Impregilo S. p. A

Client:
Bavarian State Construction Authority
Bayreuth

Client:
Weilheim Water Authority for the
State of Bavaria
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EDR Services in

Hydraulic Engineering
Your Contact:
Markus Ihm,
Head of Hydraulic Engineering Division
Tel. +49 (0)89 54 71 12-39
E-Mail: m.ihm@edr.de

Hydroelectric Power Plant
Wasserburg
For energy production a hydroelectric power
plant with five vertical Kaplan turbines
operates on the Inn River at km 159.90 at
the barrage weir Wasserburg to use the
additional water capacity, an additional
power station was built (5 MW) with a pit
bulb turbine (design flow: 100 m3/s).
Services:
_ Project and structural design for the execution of construction, as-built drawings
Client:
Max Bögl Bauunternehmung GmbH & Co. KG
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“In using hydro power to generate electricity, safety and reliability are
the focus – a planning task that I find especially demanding and interesting”
Johann Penn, Engineer in Hydraulic Engineering Division

Kibling Dam

Amper Canal Restoration

Built in 1913, the Saalach Reservoir contains some 1.1 million cubic metres of water. In order to improve efficiency the main
outlet was upgraded with a radial gate, a
penstock and an inflatable barrage on the
lowered crest of the weir.

The renovation of the approximately 5.9 km
long earthen channel of the approx.
8.7 km headrace channel of the hydro
electric power plant Haag on the Amper
included shoring up an embankment with
river mattresses and armour stones; the
remaining 800 m concrete channel was
outfitted with a plastic sealing sheet.

Services:
_ Project planning, structural design, construction supervision, technical equipment, site investigations
Client:
DB Energie GmbH

Services:
_ Project planning, stability analysis,
hydraulic computations
Client:
E.ON Wasserkraft GmbH

Badush Dam
With construction of the Badush Dam abandoned in
the 1990th and the existence of a detailed design from
2009 that has not gone to tender, the Ministry of Water
Resources is seeking to finish the project in 2 stages:
Stage 1 will see the construction of a hydropower plant
with a capacity of 170 MW and optional stage 2 will see
an increase of the dam height to 90 m as a protective
measure for the possible failure of the upstream Mosul
Dam.
Services:
_ A ssessment of existing structures, feasibility study,
environmental impact study
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Client:
Ministry of Water Resources Dam Department, Irak
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Isar Plan “Pasture Island” (“Weideninsel”)
The Isar Plan has the goal of restoring the river, i.e.,
improving flood protection and reconfiguring the Isar in
a near-natural form, while maintaining recreational use
in the city of Munich.
Services:
_ Project planning

© Ludwig Gschirr

Client:
Munich Water Authority for the State of Bavaria
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“Even as a little boy, I was fascinated by the power and vitality
of water” Knud Kramer, Engineer in Hydraulic Engineering Division

Engelshofer Bach Flood Control
Reservoir

Wertach-Vital

Flood Protection Freudenberg

The “Wertach Vitality” project included
the planning and execution of a complete
concept for stabilising and restoring the
Wertach River in the area south of Augsburg. Protection from a 100-year flood was
added at the same time.

For the flood protection system, urban
development concerns were of particular
interest. The 1.5 km long protection system
consists of 3 sections. In addition to the
stationary basic protection with interior
drainage and pumping plants, mobile elements are also used.

This flood control reservoir has a retention
volume of 180,000 m³ with a dam wall of
6.2 m height and 105 m length. Flow is mechanically controlled via an open spillway
with a flow throughput of 5 m³/s.
Services:
_ Project planning
_ Structural design
_ Site and geotechnical supervision,
hydraulic computations
Client:
Water Association Diedorf

Services:
_ Project planning, construction
supervision
Client:
Water Authority Donauwörth for
the State of Bavaria

Services:
_ Project planning, structural design,
construction supervision, SiGe (health
and saftey) coordination, water table level
calculations, project management
Client:
City of Freudenberg am Main
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EDR Project Management Services:
We

take on project management tasks for you in almost all areas of above-

ground construction, industrial and plant construction and traffic infrastructure.
Whether new building projects or modification of existing structures. Whether
at home or abroad. Whether a public client or a private investor. Your project‘s
success always comes first. If desired, we also offer civil engineering services

© DennArts Photography

and project management from a single provider.

City-Tunnel Leipzig Expansion
The City-Tunnel runs under the center of
the city of Leipzig from the station Bayerischer
Bahnhof to the main station and bundles
all rapid-transit railway and regional railway
traffic lines.
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EDR Services in

Project Management

© Münchner Stadtentwässerung
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Your Contact:
Alexander Kammerl,
Managing Director
Tel. +49 (0)89 54 71 12-0
E-Mail: a.kammerl@edr.de

Construction of Sand
Filtration Sewage Purification Plant I, Munich

Construction of
Geothermal Plant,
Munich Unterföhring

Construction of Power
Plant, Plattling

The sand filtration plant consists
of filter cells, a wastewater
pumping plant, an electrical
building, a rinsewater pumping
plant and a compressor building.

The project consits of two deep
drillings, the Geothermie Center
building, a peak load control
center and the district heating
network of 15 km.
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Plattling is the largest combined heat and energy power
plant that E.ON Energy has ever
built for industry in Germany. It
supplies two paper factories.

Construction of Trade
Center Laim, Munich

Restoration and Completion Expansion of the
Theater of Heidelberg

Renovation of the Wilhelm Roentgen School

Munich Löwenhof

Over 11,000 m2 of new industrial space were created, which
were rented to around 50 small
and mid-sized businesses.

Emphasis was on the optimisation of processes and the integration of the extension parts
into the overall city concept.

This general renovation project
served as a pilot project for
similarly constructed schools.
The works were carried out in
stages so that the school could
remain open.

In Munich’s Maxvorstadt, 201
exclusive recidences, a business building with 20 office/
shop units were developed
together with an underground
parking garage.
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EDR Facts and Figures:
Founding
1985

Dr.-Ing. Wolfgang Rauscher,
Managing Director

Legal Form
GmbH; 100% owner: Rauscher GmbH.
Service Areas
Tunnelling and Geotechnical Engineering.
Hydraulic Engineering.
Project management for building construction,
infrastructure, industrial, plant and power plant
construction.
Employees
Approximately 80;
Rauscher-Gruppe in total around 150.
Headquarters
Munich
Branch Offices
Dresden, Leipzig, Stuttgart, Murnau, Athens.
Associated Company
EDR Hellas Consulting Ltd.
EDR within the Corporate Network
of the Rauscher-Gruppe
_ EDR GmbH | www.edr.de
_ EDR Software GmbH | www.edr-software.com
_ Codema International GmbH | www.codema.net
_ M F Dr. Flohrer Beratende Ingenieure GmbH |
www.flohrer.net

Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Frodl,
Managing Partner, Dresden and
Leipzig
“The Rauscher-Gruppe combines
the expertise of independently
working businesses. They all
specialise in highly qualified
consulting services in a variety
of areas and fields of activity in
the building industry.
Customers benefit from the
exchange of specialised expertise and can strategically use
individually bundled group
services, especially for largescale projects.”
Dr.-Ing. Wolfgang Rauscher,
Managing Director, Rauscher GmbH
and EDR GmbH
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EDR Membership in Professional Associations:
General
_ Bavarian Chamber of Architects
_ Bavarian Chamber of Civil Engineers
_ MAIV – Munich Architects’ and Engineers’ Association
_ VBI – Federation of Consulting Engineers
_ VDI – Association of German Engineers
Project Management
_ DGNB – German Sustainable Building Council
_ DVP – German Federation of Project Managers in the
Construction and Real Estate Business
_ FabPlanGroup – Industrial Design Network
_ LBI Association – Supporting Chair for Building Process
Management and Real Estate Development at the TU Munich
Civil Engineering
_ ATS – Australasian Tunnelling Society
_ DGGT – German Society for Geotechnics
_ DTK – German Dam Committee
_ DWA – German Society for Water Management, Wastewater, and Waste
_ A ssociation for the Promotion of Geotechnics in the Building Industry at RWTH
Aachen
_ A ssociation for the Promotion of Concrete Structures at the TU Munich
_ Friends of Munich University Civil Engineering
_ IWSV – Association of Waterways and Shipping Management Engineers
_ STUVA – Association for the Study of Underground Transportation Facilities

Dipl.-Ing. Günther Eger,
Head of Tunnelling and Geotechnical
Engineering Division

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Alexander Kammerl,
Managing Director

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Markus Ihm,
Head of Hydraulic Engineering
Division

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Christian Kellner,
Quality Management Design

Dr.-Ing. Peter Muckenthaler,
Managing Partner, Murnau

Dipl.-Ing., Dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing.
Florian Kittmann,
Organisation and Finances

“For us every individual matters because our success equals
the sum of everyone at EDR…”
Alexander Kammerl, Managing Director

Would you like to learn more about EDR’s
services and the people behind them?
Please contact us: +49 (0)89 54 71 12-0
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edr
Success is made by people.

EDR GmbH
Headquarters
Dillwächterstraße 5
80686 Munich
Tel. +49 (0)89 54 71 12-0
Fax +49 (0)89 54 71 12-50
E-Mail: info@edr.de
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Dresden Branch Office
Brucknerstraße 9 a
01309 Dresden
Tel. +49 (0)351 86 273-34
Fax +49 (0)351 86 273-33
E-Mail: info@edr.de
Leipzig Branch Office
Große Fleischergasse 11
04109 Leipzig
Tel. +49 (0)341 30 85 35-0
Fax +49 (0)341 30 85 35-22
E-Mail: info@edr.de
Stuttgart Branch Office
Heilbronner Str. 150
70191 Stuttgart
Tel. +49 (0)711 4 90 04-286
Fax +49 (0)711 4 90 04-289
E-Mail: info@edr.de
Murnau Branch Office
Dr.-August-Einsele-Ring 12
82418 Murnau
Tel. +49 (0)8841 62 35-21
Fax +49 (0)8841 62 35-20
E-Mail: info@edr.de

www.edr.de

carbon neutral
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Athens Branch Office
4, Thalias str. & 109, Kimis Ave.
GR 15122, Maroussi, Athens, Greece
Tel. +30 210 6 83 58 58
Fax +30 210 6 83 74 99

